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Altogether Now:
The Three Questions

 What is the problem?
 What is new or different or notable?
 What are the contributions and limitations?



Motivation

 Technology
 Processor speed is (still) increasing rapidly
 Main memory size is also increasing rapidly
 But disk speeds (notably, access times) do not
 Hence, we can cache a lot of data, and writes dominate

 Workloads
 Office applications dominated by writes to small(-ish) files

 Existing file systems
 Require many different writes to different locations
 Do these writes synchronously, notably for metadata
 Become a central bottleneck



Enter Log-Structured File Systems

 Basic idea: All data is kept in log
 There is not “final” storage area

 A little more detail
 Same index structures for random access: inodes

 But inodes “move”  inode map to track their location



Managing Free Space:
To Thread or to Copy?

 Goal: Need large free extents for writing new data
 Two solutions

 Threading leaves data in place
 But also leads to fragmentation

 Copying compacts data every so often
 But also adds considerable overheads

 LFS approach: Do both
 Threading at a large granularity  Segments

 Need a table to track live segments: Segment usage table

 Copying at the block granularity



Segment Cleaning

 Basic mechanism
 Segment summary block identifies information

 For file block, file number and relative block number

 Liveness can be determined by checking inode
 Uid (inode number, version) helps to avoid some of these checks

 One consequence: No free list, bitmap, B+ tree
 Saves memory and disk space
 Simplifies crash recovery



Segment Cleaning (cont.)

 Four policy issues
 When to clean?

 Continuously, at night, when space is exhausted?

 How many segments to clean?
 The more segments, the more opportunities for arranging data

 Which segments to clean?
 Most fragmented ones?

 How to group live blocks while cleaning?
 Arrange by directory, arrange by age?

 Focus on latter two issues
 Simple thresholds used for former two



The Write Cost Metric

 Intuition: Avg. time disk is busy for writing new data
 Including overhead of segment cleaning

 Definition

 Large segments  seek and rotational latency negligible
 Remaining overhead: Moving data to and from disk
 Write cost expressed as multiplication factor



The Write Cost Metric (cont.)

 Utilization: Live blocks in segments being cleaned
 Not overall fraction of the disk containing live data

 Key to high performance: Bimodal segment
distribution
 Most segments nearly full
 Few (nearly) empty segments (i.e., low utilization u)

 Usually worked on by cleaner

 Result: high overall utilization, low write cost

 Trade off between utilization and performance!



Initial Simulation Results:
Writing 4KB Files, Greedy Cleaning

 Hot-and-cold: 10% of files get 90% of writes
 Live blocks sorted by age during cleaning

 Uniform: All files are equally likely to written



Effects of Locality and Grouping

 Utilization drops slowly in cold segments
 Lingers above cleaning point for a long time



Can We Do Better?

 Yes: Use bimodal cleaning policy
 Intuition: Free space in cold segments more valuable
 Implementation: Cost/benefit analysis

 Age: Most recent modified time of any block in segment



Effects of Cost/Benefit Policy

 Cold segments cleaned at 75% utilization
 Hot segments cleaned at 15% utilization
 Implementation supported by segment usage table

 Number of live bytes, most recent modification time



Crash Recovery

 Based on checkpoints created in two-phase process
 Force all information to log
 Create checkpoint

 Addresses of a all blocks in inode map and segment usage table
 Time stamp
 Pointer to last segment

 On crash recovery, roll forward from last checkpoint
 Update inode map and segment usage table
 Make directory entries and inodes consistent again

 Based on logged directory operations



Evaluation



Small File Performance

 What does (b) illustrate and why does LFS scale
up?



Large File Performance

 What’s happening for reread sequential and why?



Cleaning Overheads

 Results from real system over four months
 How do these results compare with the

simulations and why?



What Do You Think?


